Investigate what test options we have to ensure the server-client is working
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Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: scarabeus_iv
Category: 
Target version: Staging sprint 1

Start date: 2014-01-29
Due date: 
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Target version: Staging sprint 1

Description
Figure out some good way how to do TDD with the osc plugin <-> obs interaction.

Related issues:
Related to Staging project workflow - action #1525: Check we haven't forgot a... Closed 2014-02-13

History
#1 - 2014-02-05 08:39 - scarabeus_iv
- % Done changed from 0 to 70

There are 2 options we will use, the httpretty for mocking the server responses and unittest:mock for mocking entire function calls.

Examples are now in my github and it will be merged to our main repository later on.

#2 - 2014-02-12 09:28 - scarabeus_iv
- Status changed from New to Resolved
- % Done changed from 70 to 100

Closing as the tests are in place and we just need to extend the coverage.